Eliminate What Complicates Your
Construction Projects
eznetpay® knows the construction industry. We’ve learned the ins and outs of managing construction projects
and developed solutions for some of the most productivity-zapping and money-wasting challenges you face. Our
patented, cloud-based software platform delivers critical automation tools that eliminate the redundancy and waste
that complicate enterprise-level construction projects across industries like education, energy and healthcare.
Unlike other products on the market today, eznetpay is engineered for the project owner, but also with the goal of
improving operational and contractual conditions for the contractor. eznetpay gives you complete ownership of and
insight into the payment and administrative components of your project.

ENGINEERING FINANCIAL EFFICIENCIES

Simplify Construction Projects with eznetpay
APPROVALS AND UPDATES AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
eznetpay brings significantly improved documentation management to an
otherwise chaotic stage of the construction process with its ability to automate
the payment-approval process. Plus, all supporting documentation can be
uploaded and stored within the system—either within the project document
repository or at the schedule of value (SOV) line-item level—and easily
retrieved when needed.

AUTOMATE THE MATERIALS-STORED PROCESS
Our patented, online materials-stored procedures operate like a mini accounting
program, managing and tracking the flow of documentation and materials
between the contractor and the project owner. You now have complete insight
into new materials stored, presently stored materials, and previously stored
materials used. This eliminates accidental double-billing and accounts for the
correct payment to the contractor within a short amount of time.

TRANSFER MONEY IN DAYS, NOT MONTHS
High-dollar transactions are quickly and securely processed once approval
documentation has been received from each party. Electronic payment is sent
directly to the payee’s bank account using the ACH network, resulting in fewer
visits and calls to your office from your contractors. Both the payer and the payee
receive emails confirming the transfer of funds.

REAL-TIME REPORTING OF ACTIVITY ACROSS ALL PROJECTS
The eznetpay platform gives you real-time status updates on activities across
all projects. You can easily pull up everything from detailed contract profiles
that allow for accurate online tracking of contract requirements and fulfillment to
individual payment applications.

INSTANT EXCHANGE OF PAYMENT FOR LIEN WAIVER RELEASE
The eznetpay platform reduces the documentation, risks and costs associated
with the paper-based lien waiver process. eznetpay’s patented process allows
for the simultaneous and instantaneous electronic exchange of lien waivers for
payment, removing the barriers to prompt payment this manual exchange can
sometimes create.
MANAGE RETAINAGE
eznetpay’s robust, patented online retainage feature allows you the flexibility to
design and execute complex retainage formulas to include options like applying
effective ranges, choosing to tie retainage to the SOV line-item level, applying
retainage to change orders, and performing the early and partial release of
retainage. eznetpay also provides a claim-hold feature that can protect your
interests in the event of a claim. A few simple clicks allow you to set the claimson-file amounts including payment-hold and incomplete-work multipliers—
enabling you to cover anticipated costs to correct an issue.

TRAINING DESIGNED FOR YOUR SCHEDULE
In addition to live support, we offer on-demand self-tutorials you can access
24/7. Plus, our platform is highly automated and intuitive to begin with.

SIMPLIFY YOUR CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS NOW
Every day you work without eznetpay, you are losing opportunities to save
money and work more efficiently. Call us at 877-677-3711 or email us at
sales@eznetpay.com. We’ll make sure you’re up and running and saving
money as soon as possible.
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